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Rubin: The Editors

60
LARRY RUBIN

THE EDITORS
"A morbid concern with death," they said, ,nd sent
The poems back, picturing the runt
Who wrote, checking daily on his morning
Cancer. They preferred concern with squirrels
And spring, and mating habits along suburban
Lakes, mustard seeds and pearls, and little
Boats that row around the Cape. Readers
Like to muse upon the girl who swings
Her crossed leg in the college library, and what
She's really thinking. When autumn comes, the squirrels
Have nuts enough-the mustard seeds have bloomed,
The pearls are strung, the oysters in the boat.
The girl wi$ legs has long been satisfied.

"A morbid

~th death," they said, and died.

Poetry Contributors
;J The poetry and fiction of STAN-

American Novel. In 19S<rOO Coop-

COOPERMAN, an associate professor of English at Simon Fraser
University, Vancouver, has appeared
in magarines such as Chicago Review, Epoch, Prairie Schooner and
NMQ, to name a few. Criticism,
South Atlantic Quarterly and College English, among others, have
published his critical articles. Johns
Hopkins Press will issue his fuIllength study, W odd War I and the

erman was a Fulbright lecturer in
Iran and, previous to accepting his
present position, was a professor at
Hofstra University.
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is the author of
several works of fiction the most
recent of which is Men of Principle,
a novel published by Viking, is on
the English faculty at the University of California, Santa Barbara. In
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